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Abstract

This paper addresses the characterization of precision frequency standard phase noise and spurious

outputs using the two-osciliator coherent downconversion technique. This paper focuses on techniques for

making accurate measurements of phase noise and spurious outputs within 100 KHz of a carrier. Signif-

icant sources of measurement error related to hardware design problems and inadequate measurement

procedures are discussed, such as: measurement errors resulting from system noise sources, phase-locked

loop effects, and system bandwidth limitations. In addition, methods and design considerations for min-

imizing the effects of such errors are presented. Analytic discussions and results are supplemented with

actual test data and measurements made using measurement hardware developed at Ball Corporation,

Efratom Division.

THEORY OF OPERATION

Two-oscillator coherent downconversion is a process by which tile noise fluctuations and spurious

outputs of a test oscillator are converted to equivalent baseband voltage fluctuations. As shown

in Figure la, the basic ideal system consists of a test oscillator, a noiseless reference oscillator,

an ideal mixer, a noiseless amplifier, and a spectrum analyzer. The spectrum analyzer is used

to measure the power of the voltage fluctuations at the output of the coherent (lownconverter.

Although this technique is commonly used at Efratom to make phase noise and spurious outputs

measurements on precision frequency standards having output, frequencies of 5 Mtlz or 10 Mllz,

coherent downconversion is a suitable technique for making noise measurements at any test. oscillator

frequency.

Random voltage fluctuations, at the output of the coherent dowuconverter, are produced by test

oscillator phase noise and are expressed in terms of spectral density (dBc/ltz or dBV/Itz), llowever,

making noise power measurements in a 1 Hz bandwidth can be inconvenient. For this reason,

random noise power is typically measured in some known bandwidth a.nd is then converted to an

equivalent spectral density under the assumption that tile vollage fluctuations approximate white

noise within the measurement bandwidth. The conversion from noise power Io noise spectral density

can be realized by adding a correction factor equal to 10log(1/BW) to the measured noise power.
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Tile term BW is noise bandwidth and is approximately equal to the resolution bandwidth of the

spectrum analyzer used during the measurement. Most modern low frequency, digital spectrum

analyzers can be configured to display measurements as spectral densities. Voltage-relative spectral

densities, in units of d BV/Hz, can be converted to carrier power-relative spectral densities, in units

of dBc/Hz, by taking into account the carrier power of the test oscillator.

Deterministic voltage fluctuations, at the output of the coherent downconverter, are produced

by test oscillator spurious outputs. Deterministic voltage fluctuations are narrowband and are,

therefore, expressed in terms of spectral power (dBc or dBV). Spurious outputs are generally

measured in units of dBV and are then converted to more meaningfifl carrier power-relative units

of dBc by taking into account the carrier power of the test oscillator.

Since, in the ideal case, the reference oscillator has no phase noise, its output v_(¢) can be repre-

sented by a pure sinusoid;

v_(t) = A_ sin[27r(f_)t]. (1)

The output of the test oscillator differs from a pure sinusoid in that it is modulated in amplitude,

frequency, and/or phase by random and deterministic noise. Although all these modulation com-

ponents contribute to the overall spectral density of the test oscillator output, treatment of each is

beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, for simplicity the effects of frequency modulation and

amplitude modulatiou will be ignored. The resulting output of the test oscillator, vo(t), is given by

vo(t) = Aosin[2 -(fo)t] = ¢(t). (2)

The terln q?(t) accounts for both random and deterministic phase fluctuations, which are typically

referred to as phase noise. The output, re(t), of the ideal mixer is the product of the reference and

test oscillator outputs and is given by

re(t) = [(A_/2)K_,Ao]{sin[2rc(f_ - fo)t + (I,(t)] + sin[2_r(f_ + fo)t - @(t)]}. (3)

The term h'_ is the low noise amplifier gain and the term A_/2 can be thought of as the conversion

gain/loss of the ideal mixer. Assuming that the reference oscillator and test oscillator are stable

enough that they can be set to the same output frequency (i.e. f_ = f0) and can be maintained in

a quadrature phase relationship, then the output of the ideal mixer is given by

re(t) = [( A_/2)K, Ao]{sin[O(t)] + sin[2_r(2fo)t - (I,(t)]}. (4)

The sum term is filtered away via a discrete filter, or via the bandwidth limitations of tire low noise

amplifier and/or spectrum analyzer, leaving only the difference frequency term. If a small signal

approximation is made for O(t), then

sin[q_(t)] _ [@(t)] (5)

and the filtered output, my(t), of the ideal coherent downconverter is approximately given by

m/(t) = [(A_/2)K_Ao]O(t). (6)

As equation 6 indicates, the output of the ideal coherent downconverter is a baseband signal having

voltage fluctuations which are proportional to the phase noise fluctuations of the test oscillator.
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Practicalimplementationsof the coherentdownconverterusually(lifter fromthe idealimplenmnta-
tion in severalrespects.Onedifferenceis that the idealmixerisgenerallyimplementeda.sa double-
balanceddiodemixerto provideinherentinput/output isolation,andto,provideAM rejectionand
rejectionof seinespuriousoutputsappliedto thenon-linear(LO) porl. Moderndouble-balanced
mixersuseschottkydiodeswhichhaveanexponentialvoltageversuscurrentresponse.Theoutput
of the double-balancedschottkydiodemixer is, therefore,a highlynonlinearfi,nction containing
manyhigh-orderterms. In additionto sumanddifferencefrequencyproducts,the mixergenerates
harmonicintermodulationproductsat frequenciesequalto [:kMf_ :1:N]o], where M and -Y are

integers. Although double balancing serves to suppress products tbrmed by even values of M and

N, even products are nonetheless present.

In addition to producing ha.rmonic intermodulation products, a double-balanced diode mixer has

only one linear input port (tile RF port) and its conversion gain/loss is a nonlinear function of

the drive level applied to the nonlinear port (the LO port). Ignoring all but the first-order mixer

products, and assuming that the reference oscillator output drives the nonlinear mixer port, lhen

the filtered coherent downconverter output for a. double-balanced mixer takes the form

,,;(t) = - to)t]. (r)

In equation 7, the nonlinear function G,_(A_ ) replaces the term AT�2 in equation 6 as the conversion
loss of the of the double-balanced mixer.

Although Gilbert cell mixers, such as modern active FET mixers, are a better approximation of

the ideal mixer (having a square law relationship of voltage versus current response), the noise

performance of such mixers has in the past been inferior to that of schottky diode mixers. It is also

more difficult to implement double-balanced mixers with FETs than with schottky diodes, which is

probably why the schottky diode mixers are used more frequently despite their lack of conversion

gain. References 3 and 4 are useful sources of more information on the subject of mixers.

A second difference between the ideal and non-ideal system is that the frequency coherence and

quadrature relationship between the reference and test oscillators is difficult to maintain manually.

For this reason, serve electronics are typically employed. Sinc_ the double-balanced mixer acts as a

phase detector, it includes an implicit integration (converting the oscillator frequency into phase).

Therefore, a second integrator is usually the only additional cir,:uitry required to implement a phase-

locked serve loop. This is conveniently realized using an active lag-lead filter as shown in Figure

lb. If the frequency of the reference oscillator is not electronically controllable, than additional

hardware may also be required to provide this feature.

Ideal and non-ideal systems also differ in that reference oscillator phase noise and low noise am-

plifier voltage noise contribute to the overall voltage fluctuations at the output of the coherent

downconverter in practical systems. Although in some cases the noise contributions of the refer-

ence oscillator and low noise amplifier are insignificant, with regard to the mea.surement of precision

oscillator phase noise this is generally not the case. Obtaining lower noise reference oscillators was

essential for upgrading Efratom's phase noise test equipment '_o provide for more accurate, repeat-
able measurements.

Advantages/Disadvantages of the Coherent Downconversion Technique

When using the coherent downconversion technique, it is possible to make, accurate measurements

of precision oscillator phase noise and spurious outputs a.t small ca.rrior offset frequencies. Such
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measurementsaredifficult or impossiblewith someof the other phasenoisemeasurementtech-
niques.Direct spectrumanalyzermeasurenlentsof phasenoiseandspuriousoutputs,for example,
arelimited by the resolutionbandwidthanddynamicrangeof the spectrumanalyzer.Thenoise
powerwithin the resolutionbandwidthof the measurementmust be largeenoughto overcome
the dynamicrangeconstraints of the spectrum analyzer. Thus, wide resolution bandwidths are

required for nlaking low level noise density measurements using the direct spectrum analyzer tech-

nique. However, it is difficult to make measurements at carrier offset frequencies much less than
several times the measurement resolution bandwidth. Therefore, measurement of phase noise at

low carrier offset frequencies requires use of a narrow resolution bandwidth. When narrow resolu-

tion bandwidths are employed, the noise power within the resolution bandwidth may be too low

to overcome the dynamic range constraints of the spectrum analyzer. These measurement limita-

tions, which are imposed by the frequency resolution and dynamic range constraints of spectrum

analyzers, are avoided by using the coherent downconversion technique.

ttigh-frequency commercial spectrum analyzers have frequency resolutions which are typically no

better than 10 Hz and have dynamic ranges on the order of 80 dB. The 10 Hz resolution bandwidth

limitation makes direct spectrum analyzer measurements difficult for carrier offsets much less than

100 Hz. Although suppressing the carrier in direct spectrum analyzer measurements with a cali-

brated narrow band notch filter can enhance mea_surement dynamic range by as much as 30 dB,

this is generally insufficient improvement for making close-in phase noise measurements on precision

oscillators. At offsets of 100 Hz, precision oscillator phase noise specifications can be better than

-155 dBc/Hz. Assuming a measurement dynamic range of 110 dB and a frequency resolution of 10

Hz, tile lower limit of direct spectrum analyzer noise measurements is -120 dBc/Hz. In compari-

son, coherent downconverter systems may have measurement capability which is better than -160

dBc/Hz at 100 Hz carrier offsets.

The graphs in Figure 2 are plots of the noise floor of the Efratom 5 MHz Phase Noise Tester, and

demonstrate the low-noise measurement capability of coherent downconversion systems. The data

was generated using two low noise 5 MHz oscillators. For each graph, output voltage fluctuations,

in units of dBV/Hz, are plotted versus carrier offset frequency in tlz. The dBV/Hz readings

are converted to dBc/Hz readings by subtracting 36 dB to take into account the power of the

carrier at the output of the coherent downconverter. Therefore, according to Figure 2, phase noise

measurements to nearly -160 dBc/llz are possible at carrier offsets of 100 Hz and measurements to

nearly -170 dBc/lfz are possible at carrier offsets of 10 KHz.

Phase noise and spurious outputs measurements using the coherent downconversion technique have

several disadvantages, however. One disadvantage is the inability to distinguish lower sideband

noise from upper sideband noise. Since coherent downconverter measurements are double-sideband

measurements, the voltage fluctuations which appear at the output of the coherent downconverter

are due to the combined effects of upper and lower sideband noise. Thus, measurement errors

can result if an invalid assumption of sideband symmetry is made in converting double-sideband

measurements to single-sideband measurements. Another disadvantage is that coherent downcon-

verter systems are more complex and require significantly more hardware than direct measurement

systems. This added complexity introduces various error sources which must be accounted for if

accurate measurements are to be made. These disadvantages, however, are generally outweighed

by tile ability to make very low phase noise measurements close to the carrier using the coherent

downconversion technique.
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Conversion From Units of dBV to Units of dBc

In order to convert voltage-relative spectrum analyzer measurements to more useful carrier i)ower-

relative measurements, the amplitude of the test oscillator at the output of the ('ollerent (]own('oll-

verter must be determined. Carrier amplitude can be accurately measured I)y producing a frequency

offset between tile test and reference oscillators and measuring the slope of (he resultant beat note.

If the test and reference oscillators are not at the same frequency and if the sum frequon('y and

noise terIns are ignored, then the coherent downconverter output, given by e(tuation 3, becomes

,,,( :) = [(;,,,( ),%:1o]sin[2,-(L - fo):]. (S)

This output beat note is usually severely clipped because of the vollage swing limitations of the low

noise amplitier. Therefore, it is not possible to measure lhe peak voltage of the beat note directly.

Measurenmnt of beat note amplitude can be measured indirectly, however, by observing the slope

of the rising and/or falling edges of tile clipped waveform. It ('an 1)(, slLown that the peak aml)lilude

of the beat note is given by

re(t2) - re(t1)
[(;,,_(A_)h',Ao] = sin[2a-(f_ - f0)t2] - sin[27r(f_ - f0)tl]"

(9)

Since only points on the beat note near the zero crossing are observed, the small signal al)l)roxima-

tion for a sinusoid is valid an(l equation 9 becomes

[G.,(AT) IC, Ao] 177'(_2) -- 711(/_1 ) (10)

27r(L - f0)(t2
re(t2) - m(/l) 'Y'

x -- (ll)
12 - t I 2_ '

1 Since voltage fluctuations are measured inwhere T is the period of the beat note equal to :_---=770"

units of dBV/Hz, beat note power P is usually expressed in units of dBV,

= 2Olog['"(t:) - ,,,(t i )
t2 - tl

x :_] + a (tB. (12)

The beat note/carrier power is commonly referred to as the "gain" of the coherent downconverter.

The 3 dB correction factor in equation 12 accounts for conversion fr()m double-sideband to single-

sideband in phase noise measurements (by convention, phase noise £(f) is defined as an upper

sidel)and measurenmnt) and conversion fl'om peak to RMS in spurious outputs measurement. An

additional 3 dB correction factor for conversion from double-sideband to single-sideban(l is some-

times included in spurious outputs measurement, resulting in an overall correction factor of 6 (lB.

However, the extra 3 dB for spurious outputs is valid only if the lower sideband spur is equal

in amplitude and phase to the upper sideband spur. It is possible that the lower sideband spur

amplitude is significantly different from that of the upper sideband spur. Therefore, the accepted

method is to assume that one sideband does not contribute to the measured spur amt)litude so

that the same 3 dB correction factor is applied to both phase noise, L;(f), and spurious outputs

measurements.
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SOURCES OF ERROR IN PHASE NOISE/SPURIOUS OUT-

PUTS MEASUREMENT

The limitations imposed by practical realizations of the ideal coherent downconverter result in error

sources which must be accounted for in order to make accurate phase noise measurements. Usually,

it is not difficult to eliminate and/or to compensate for these sources of error.

Reference Oscillator Noise

With regard to the phase noise measurement of precision frequency standards, the contribution

made to coherent downconverter output voltage fluctuations by the reference oscillator noise cannot

be neglected. If reference oscillator noise contributes significantly to the output voltage fluctuations

of the coherent downconverter, then the reference oscillator output cannot be represented as a pure

sinusoid. The output of a noisy reference oscillator is given by

vr(t) = Ar sin[2_r(f_)t- 0(t)], (13)

where (I)(t) is the phase noise of the reference oscillator and, for illustration, frequency and amplitude

noise have been ignored. Assuming that the reference oscillator drives the mixer nonlinear port

and that the reference oscillator and test oscillator output frequencies are equal and in quadrature,

then the coherent downconverter output is given by

re(t) = [Gm(A_)K_Aol[¢(t) + ®(t)], (14)

neglecting all but the first-order difference term.

Equation 14 implies that the significance of reference oscillator noise depends on its power relative

to the test oscillator noise. Reference oscillator noise relative to reference oscillator carrier power

is less important due to the nonlinear operation of the mixer which causes test set gain to be

relatively independent of reference oscillator carrier power. Reference oscillator noise is summed

with the test oscillator noise to produce voltage fluctuations at the coherent downconverter output.

The degree to which output voltage fluctuations increase as a function of reference oscillator noise

power relative to test oscillator noise power is given in Table 1. As the table indicates, reference

oscillator phase noise becomes significant when its power is greater than approximately -10 dB

relative to test oscillator phase noise power. For these reasons, the effects of reference oscillator

phase noise are minimized when the mixer LO nonlinear port is driven with the reference oscillator

output at as low a level as possible to ensure on/off switching of the mixer diodes and the mixer

linear port is driven with the test oscillator output at as high a level as high as possible without

nearing the breakdown region of the mixer diodes.

Note that this approach contradicts the normal procedure of driving the LO port as hard as possible

and the RF port as low as possible to get minimum intermodulation products (see references 1,

5, and 6). The actual optimal drive levels will be a compromise between the requirements for

minimizing reference oscillator noise and for minimizing intermodulation products. These levels

will depend on the noise contributions of the mixer/low pass filter, the test oscillator, and the

reference oscillator. Note when testing units with a range of output ampfitudes, low noise, variable-

gain amplifiers may be employed to optimize mixer drive levels to achieve the best overall system

perfornlance.
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To this point, it hasbeenassumedthat eitherthe LO nonlinearport of the double-balancedmixer
is driven with the referenceoscillatoroutput or that the referenceoscillatorand test oscillator
output amplitudesareequal. The first is generallya goodpracticebecausenoiseand spurious
outputsmeasurementsmadeon a test oscillatoraremost meaningfulto systemdesignerswhen
they areexpressedrelativeto test oscillatorcarrierpower. As mentionedpreviously,to convert
voltage-relativemeasurements(in units of dBV) to carrierpower-relativemeasurements(in units
of dBc) the carrierpowerat the outputof thecoherentdownconvertermustbe deterlnined.The
gainof the coherentdownconverteris ameasureof testoscillatorcarrierpoweronly whenthe test
oscillatordrivesthelinearport of themixer. This is becausethe nonlinear(LO) port of the mixer
approximatesahard-limiterwhenit isdrivenhardto minimizeunwantedintermodulationproducts.
Forthis condition,mixeroutput poweris approximatelyindependentof nonlinearport drivelevel.
Thus,if thetestoscillatoroutputdrivesthemixernonlinearport, thencoherentdownconvertergain
becomesa measureof referenceoscillatorcarrierpower.In this case,conversionof measurements
from dBV/Hz to dBc/Hz resultsin the phasenoiseof the testoscillatorbeingexpressedrelative
to referenceoscillatorcarrier power. Therefore,driving the mixer nonlinearport with the test
oscillatoroutput will resultin measurementerrorsunlessthe referenceoscillatorcarrierpoweris
exactlyequalto thetestoscillatorcarrierpower,or unlesstheoscillatorpowerlevelsareaccurately
measuredandthe differenceis takeninto account.Ensuringsucha conditionmaynot bepractical
in a high volumeproductionenvironmentwithout expensiveautomatedtestingequipmentand
development.

Althoughdriving the mixer nonlinearport with the test oscillatoroutput will result in measure-
menterrorswhenthe amplitudesof the testandreferenceoscillatordiffersignificantly,a potential
advantageof this schemeis thesuppressionof testoscillatoramplitudenoise.Amplitudenoiseand
anglenoiseareindistinguishableat the coherentdownconverteroutput. If the amplitudenoiseof
the referenceoscillatoris negligible,thendriving the mixer nonlinearport with thetest oscillator
outputprovidesa meansof isolatingtestoscillatoranglenoisefrom testoscillatoramplitudenoise
(seereferences1and5).

Although referenceoscillatornoiseis typically a significanterror sourcein the measurementof
precisionoscillatorphasenoise,its effectscanbeaccountedfor in the phasenoisemeasurementof
atestoscillatorif a third oscillatorisavailable.Asequation14indicates,output voltagefluctuations
at the coherentdownconverteroutput areapproximatelya linear functionof the sumof reference
oscillatorand test oscillatorphasenoisefluctuations. Therefore,noisemeasurementsmadeon
eachpair of threeoscillatorsresultsin threeindependentlinearequationswhichcanbesolvedto
determinethephasenoiseof the referenceoscillator(keepingin mind thestochasticnatureof the
signals). Oncereferenceoscillatorphasenoiseis known,it canbe subtractedfrom future phase
noisemeasurementsof test oscillators.This techniqueis sometimesreferredto asa three-corner
hat measurement[reference1;Walls,et al.].

Low Noise Amplifier Effects

In addition to reference oscillator noise, low noise amplifier noise is another significant noise source

with regard to the measurement of precision oscillator phase noise. The noise floor of the coherent

downconverter system is a function of reference oscillator noise, mixer conversion loss and low noise

amplifier noise. Therefore, careful attention should be given to the design or selection of the low
noise amplifier.
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PLL Tracking Effects

Servo electronics are typically employed in order to maintain the frequency coherence and quadra-

ture phase relationship between the test and reference oscillators in coherent downconverter sys-

tems. Phase-locked loop (PLL) tracking effects, however, produce attenuation of test oscillator

noise at frequencies significantly below the natural frequency of the loop and can, therefore, result

in measurement errors. By examination of the block diagram in Figure lb, the closed-loop trans-

fer function from the coherent downconverter input to the coherent downconverter output can be

written:

H(s) = --¢°_" = 2Gm(AT)IGAo = s2 , (15)
,_,_ 7r s 2 + s2(Wn + W_

where W_ = _/{4h',,Gm(A,.)K_Ao/RsC]) and ( = R]CfW,_/2. The term K, is the modulation
sensitivity of the reference oscillator in units of hertz per volt. Equation 15 is the transfer function

of a damped two-pole high-pass filter with a pole frequency at Wn. From equation 15 it is apparent

that at frequencies much greater than W,_, phase noise fluctuations are amplified and at frequencies

much below W,_, phase noise fluctuations are attenuated. The criteria for selection of the PLL filter

is covered in many standard texts on phase-locked loops; reference 5 Mso includes a discussion.

Figure 3 contains plots of the measured spectral density of an Efratom commercial rubidium fre-

quency standard (model FRS-C). Figure 3a is a plot of spectral noise at carrier offset frequencies

ranging from 0 Hz to 5 Hz, measured using PLLs with three different natural frequencies. The

results given in Figure 3a clearly demonstrate the effects of PLL tracking and their relation to loop

natural frequency. Note that testing at low offset frequencies with a fast PLL loop can lead to

significant errors in pha_se noise readings; over 18 dB at 1 Hz and 31 dB at 0.5 Hz for the measured

FRS.

Because of PLL tracking effects, the bandwidth of coherent downconverter loops are generally very

narrow (i.e., I/1_ is a low fi'equency). Not only does the use of narrow band loops minimize the
errors associated with PLL tracking effects, but a secondary benefit is realized in that the noise

contributions of the loop filter are minimized. Again, by examination of the block diagram in Figure

lb, the closed-loop transfer function from the loop filter input to the coherent downconverter output
can be written

H(s) - enout 2_'I¥n + W 2 (16)
enin - s '2 + s2(,'Wn + W_"

Equation 16 is a single-pole low pass filter response with a pole frequency at Wn]. Therefore, the

input voltage noise associated with the loop filter is attenuated at frequencies greater than W,_.

A disadvantage of narrow band servo loops is that they acquire very slowly. If the frequency offset
between the test oscillator and the reference oscillator is large compared to the loop bandwidth,

acquisition may require hours. This problem is typically overcome by incorporating variable band-

width capability into the coherent downconverter servo loop design. Acquisition is achieved quickly

with a wide loop bandwidth and measurements are made in a narrow band mode. Measurement

systems at Efratom have successfully employed variable-bandwidth phase-locked loop designs.

System Bandwidth Limitations

While PLL effects cause low frequency noise measurement errors, system bandwidth limitations

result in the attenuation of high frequency noise, and therefore, produce measurement errors at high
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frequency.Theavailabilityof wideband,low-noiseamplifiersreducestheseverityof this problem,
andgenerally,it isnot difficult to designlow noisemeasurementsystemswith bandwidthsin excess
of a few hundredkilohertz. For example,the latest rneasurelnent systems at Efratom typically

exhibit only fractions of a dB of amplitude variation to frequencies of 100 KHz, as shown by the fiat

noise floor performance to 100 KHz in Figures 2d, 3d, and 4d. The phase noise measurement system
at Efratom uses a Hewlett Packard model HP3561A spectrum analyzer, which has a maximum

frequency span of 100 KHz. A 100 Ktlz frequency span is typical of fast-fourier real time spectrum

analyzers, although Tektronix has recently introduced a 200 KHz model (model 2642).

The usable bandwidth of a coherent downconverter sysl;em can be extended by measuring the am-

plitude response of the system versus frequency, and incorporating fl'equency dependent calibration

factors into the equation for system gain. This compensates for the high frequency attenuation im-

posed by system bandwidth limitations. The amplitude response of a coherent downconverter can

be determined using two synchronized signal generators in place of the test and reference oscillators.

Frequency Conversion Effects

Unlike an ideal mixer, a double-balanced mixer produces harmonic intermodulation products. For

this reason, spurious outputs which are far from the test oscillator carrier, and are outside the
measurement bandwidth of the coherent downconverter, can be translated to frequencies which

are within the measurement bandwidth of the system. Although harmonic intermodulation prod-

ucts are typically many decibels below the desired first-order mixer products, high-order spurious

conversion products which fall within the system bandwidth are indistinguishable from spurious

outputs which are close to the carrier. One key to minimizing these effects is to properly terminate

the output (IF) port of the mixer. This issue is discussed in detail in reference 4.

Accurate measurement of spurious outputs using coherent downcouversion requires that high fre-

quency spurious outputs first be identified and measured using a direct spectrum analyzer tech-

nique. An analysis of mixer spurious outputs, which takes into account the specified harmonic

intermodulation performance of the nlixer, can then be performed to predict the location and level

of high-order spurious conversion products. However, such an analysis is generally not practical in

a large-scale production environment, and the source of spurious outputs is usually of little concern

as long as they are within specified performance limits.

Frequency conversion effects become more significant when, instead of a sinusoid, the test oscillator

output is a square wave which is rich in harmonic content. Harmonic intermodulation effects

resulting from square wave inputs can be minimized by inserting low pass filters between square

wave oscillator outputs and coherent downconverter inputs. This technique was utilized in the

measurements of the FRS-C TTL-compatible output of Figure 3.

60-cycle Interference and the Use of Batteries

Sixty-cycle interference and its harmonics couple onto system power supplies and appear in the

output frequency spectrum of the coherent downconverter. Although 60-cycle spurs are easily

identified according to frequency, 60-cycle interference can camouflage actual spurious outputs

performance. Through careful system design, 60-cycle interference can be minimized, however.

Careful attention to grounding and the use of battery supplies can virtually eliminate 60-cycle

interference from the output spectrum of the coherent downconverter.

The use of magnetic shielding around the sensitive front end of the downconverter may also be
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required,alongwith shieldingthe controlvoltageto the referenceoscillator,in orderto minimize
60-cycleinterference.Theuseof separatebatteriesfor thephasenoisetester,thereferencevoltage-
controlledoscillator,and the testoscillatorcanpreventgroundloopsthat causeunusualspurious
results.

A sideeffectof usingbatteriesis that performanceanomaliesmayoccurasthe batteriesbecome
deeplydischarged,dependingon thesensitivityofthemeasurementsystemto supplyvoltagelevels.
Battery voltagemonitorsandassociateddisconnectrelayscanbeemployedto preventthis.

FFT Windowing Effects

Becauseof their superiorfrequencyresolution,digital spectrumanalyzersaregenerallyusedto
measurevoltagefluctuationsat the output of the coherentdownconverter.The choiceof the
windowingfunction usedwith fast-fouriertransform(FFT)-basedspectrumanalyzers,however,
can affectmeasurementaccuracy. Phasenoisemeasurementsaremost accuratelymadeusing
the Harmingwindowingfunction. The Hanningwindowhasa narrowpassbandand very low
sidebands,providing better measurementresolutionfor analyzingbroadbandsignalslike noise.
Spuriousoutputsaremost accuratelymeasuredusinga flat top windowingfunction. Although
the flat top windowhashighersidebandenergy,its broad passbandmakesit better suited for
measurementof narrowband, deterministicsignals. Errors whichresult from incorrectwindow
choice are typically less than 1 dB. Reference 8 goes into more detail on this subject.

Vibration Effects

Precision oscillators are frequently designed using quartz crystal resonators to achieve superior

phase noise and short-term frequency stability performance. The phase noise of crystal oscillators

is affected by vibration, however. The "G sensitivity" of a precision crystal is typically on the

order of parts in lO-l°[df/f]/G to parts in lO-9[df/f]/G; this translates into phase noise and spurs

by well established formulas. The Efratom "Time and Frequency Handbook" of reference 13 goes

into this and other related subjects in more detail. References ll, 14, 15, and 16 present a broad

overview of vibration and other effects on phase noise.

Because of vibration sensitivities, it is important to shield and dampen both the reference oscillator

and the test oscillator from shock and vibration in order to obtain accurate quiescent phase noise

readings. Otherwise, the ambient vibration levels of the test building or test table can increase the
apparent phase noise floor of the oscillator.

In addition, the capacitance of the coaxial cable often changes with vibration. This can again result

in an apparently degraded phase noise floor performance of a test oscillator due to the cable-induced
loading effects related to ambient vibration levels.

When it is necessary to measure the vibration performance of an oscillator, a number of factors

must be considered. Mechanical resonances in the fixture holding the test oscillator to the shaker

can give errors, as can the type of coaxial cable used to connect the test oscillator to the phase noise

tester. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) induced from the shaker head and the controller can

also result in measurement errors, often requiring either shielding or separation of the measurement
equipment from the shaker.
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Miscellaneous Error Sources

A numberof additionalerror sourcesmay be encounteredin the measurementof precisionos-
cillator phasenoiseand spuriousoutputs. Althoughnot exhaustive,theseerror sourcesinclude:
poor groundingand intermittentgrounding;inadvertentconversionof deterministicsignalpower
measurementsfromdBV to dBc/Hz;injectionlockingof thetestandreferenceoscillatorsdueto in-
adequateEMI shielding;magneticandelectrostaticsusceptibilityandemissionsof thetestoscillator
and/or referenceoscillator;andfailureto accountfor cable losses in high frequency measurements.

TEST DATA

Phase noise test performance was measured for two Efratom rubidium oscillator products for this

paper. Rubidium oscillators frequency lock a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator to the long-term

stability of the hyperfine atomic energy state transitions of the Rb s7 atom. They are utilized to

provide excellent long term frequency stability (on the order of parts in 1011/month with excellent

phase noise and spurious outputs performances.

The phase noise behavior expected fi'om crystal oscillators is described in reference 7. The presence

of a rubidium control loop will modify the ideal oscillator behavior in a number of ways depending

on the relative phase noise of the rubidium physics package and the crystal oscillator. The rubidium

loop crossover frequency controls the hand-off between the two; an improvement in phase noise or a

lower slope below this frequency implies a good physics package phase noise relative to the crystal
oscillator used.

The first unit evaluated was a model FRS-C; a stock, economical, commercial 10 MHz TTL-

compatible rubidium oscillator. The FRS-C is specified for a phase noise of-110 dBc/Hz at 100

Hz carrier offset and -130 dBc/Hz at 1000 Hz offset. Non-harmonic spurious outputs are specified

at -65 dBc. The second unit evaluated was a stock, commercial 10 MHz sine output low noise unit

(model FRK-LN). The FRK-LN is specified for a phase noise of -120 dBc/Hz at a 10 Hz carrier

offset and -147 dBc/Hz at 100 Hz and 1000 Hz offsets. Non-harmonic spurious outputs are specified

at -70 dBc. Although units with better phase noise performance are available at Efratom, these

two products are representative.

Test data for the FRS-C is given in Figure 3 and for the FRK-LN data in Figure 4. The phase noise

test system used to make these measurements is an upgrade to that formerly used at Efratom, and

is in a final phase of development. Because the development of the system is not yet complete, the

final grounding and shielding configurations were not implemented, leaving some residual problems

in the spurious outputs performance of the system.

The HP3561A spectrum analyzer, used to make the measurements which are displayed in Figures

2 through 4, was configured to provide for automatic conversion from noise power to noise spectral

density. Thus, chart readings are displayed in units of dBV/Hz. The coherent downconverter

gain was measured to be roughly 30 dB for both units, including the necessary correction factors

for double-sideband to single-sideband conversion and for peak to RMS conversion. Therefore, the

chart measurements should be adjusted by -30 dB to give phase noise performance in dBc/Itz. Since

spurious outputs must be expressed in terms of power rather than spectral density, it is necessary

to convert the displayed spurious output levels front units of dBV/Hz to units of dBV. This is

done by adding a conversion factor equal to 101og(BW), where BW is the resolution bandwidth of

the measurement displayed at the bottom of each graph. Spurious output levels, in units of dBV,
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shouldthenbeadjustedby anadditional-30dB to givespuriousoutputsperformancein unitsof
dBc.

Figure3agivesthreeplots of FRS-Cphasenoiseperformancewithin 5 Hz of the carrier. The
differentPLLnaturalfrequenciesareclearlyshownfor eachplot. Therubidiumserveloopcrossover
frequencyis at roughly35 or 40 Hzfor this unit, asshownby the spectrallevelingwhichoccurs
in Figure 3b. Spuriousoutputs at the modulationfrequencyof the rubidium control loop are
evidentin Figure3c; the 127Hz rubidiumloop modulationspuriousoutput is roughly-80dBc,
afterapplyinga correctionfactorof +6 dBcto convertfrom spectraldensityto power.

The noisefloorof this unit is measuredto beroughly-140dBc,asshownin Figure3d. Two plots
havebeensuperimposedin Figure3d. Oneplot drivesthecoherentdownconverterdirectly with the
squarewaveoutputof thetestoscillator.In thesecondplot, the testoscillatordrivesthecoherent
downconverterthrougha 10.5MHzlowpassfilter, whichremovesharmonicfrequencycomponents.
Notethe additionof the filter changesthe levelandfrequencyof the spuriousoutputs,indicating
they may not be produceddirectly by the test oscillator. It is possiblethesespuriousoutputs
a)'erelatedto groundingand/or shieldingeffects;this will beverifiedwith the final versionof the
Efratomphasenoisetesterbeingdeveloped.Althoughthe sourceof theserelativelyhigh-frequency
spuriousoutputsisnot known,the largestshownin Figure3doccursat anoffsetfrequencyof about
78NHz. Its level,usingtheoutput lowpassfilter, is -98dBcafter applyingacorrectionfactorof +
26dBcto convertfrom spectraldensityto power.TMs is wellbelowthe -65dBcspuriousoutputs
specificationof the unit.

Figure4 givessimilar performancecurvesfor the modelFRN-LN, 10MHz unit. The rubidium
serveloopcrossoverfrequencyoccursat about2 Hz, as indicatedby the spectrallevelingshown
in Figure 4a. Figure4b givesphasenoiseperformanceto a carrieroffsetfrequencyof 100tlz,
while Pigure4c givesperformanceto an offsetfi'equencyof 1000ltz. A spuriousoutput at the
modulationfrequencyof the rubidiumcontrolloopis shownin l>igure4c; the levelof the 127Hz
spuriousoutput is roughly-117dBc,aftercorrectingfor carrierpowerandconvertingfromspectral
densityto power.Figure4dgivesphasenoiseperformanceto anoffsetfrequencyof 100KHz; the
noisefloor is shownto be roughly-157dBc/Hz. Notethat the noisefloor is flat to the 100KHz
rangeof thespectrumanalyzer.

CONCLUSION

The limitations imposed by practical realizations of the ideal coherent downconverter result in error

sources which can result in inaccuracies in the measurement of precision oscillator phase noise and

spurious outputs. Phase-locked loop tracking effects, system bandwidth limitations, and system

noise can be significant sources of error. Most significant sources of error, however, can be elimi-

nated and/or controlled through careful system design and calibration. The measurement system

developed at Efratom has attempted to strike a balance between overall accuracy and volume test-

ing in a production environment; the accuracy and repeatability for the production measurements

performed at Eft'atom are on the order of 1 to 3 dB with an upgraded test measurement system
and upgraded test procedure.
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Table I. Increase in Measured Noise Versus Reference Oscillator

Noise Relative to Test Oscillator Noise

Relative Amplitude

of Ref Osc Phase

Noise to Test Osc

Phase Noise

Increase in

Voltage Fluctuations

at Coherent

Downconverter Output

-20 dB

-10dB

-6dB

-3dB

-2dB

-ldB

0 dB

1 dB

2 dB

+3 dB

+6 dB

0.04 dB

0.42 dB

0.97 dB

1.76 dB

2.12 dB

2.54 dB

3.01 dB

3.54 dB

4.12 dB

4.77 dB

6.99 dB
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